Impact of water-storage parametrization on evaporation from urban areas using the new urban surface
model TERRA-MLU
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Introduction

Results
Results

There exists a large discrepancy between rural and urban
land cover types in terms of water-, aerodynamical, thermal
and radiative characteristics and anthropogenic heat. This
results in urban-scale meteorological features such as the
urban heat island (UHI), reduced wind speeds and 'city
breeze'. These effects have a considerable impact on
human health in cities when the nightly cooling is reduced
during heat waves or when air quality is reduced during
smog episodes.

TERRA-MLU
TERRA-MLU isis evaluated
evaluated offline
offline during
during the
the CAPITOUL
CAPITOUL for
for
Toulouse
Toulouse (Masson
(Masson et
et al.,2008)
al.,2008) and
and BUBBLE
BUBBLE campaign
campaign for
for Basel
Basel
(Rotach
(Rotach et
et al.
al. 2005)
2005) by
by forcing
forcing itit with
with temperature
temperature and
and wind
wind speed
speed
at
ataareference
referenceheight,
height,short-wave
short-waveand
andlong-wave
long-waveincoming
incomingradiation,
radiation,
and
and precipitation.
precipitation. The
The urban
urban parametrization
parametrization isis able
able to
to reproduce
reproduce
the
the eddy-covariance
eddy-covariance flux
flux measurements
measurements for
for sensible
sensible heat
heat and
and
moisture,
moisture,and
andoutgoing
outgoinglong-wave
long-waveradiation
radiationvery
verywell
well(figures
(figureson
onthe
the
right).
right). Improvements
Improvements are
are obtained
obtained when
when subsequently
subsequently applying
applying an
an
urban
urbanaerodynamical
aerodynamicalupgrade
upgradeand
andthe
theimpervious
imperviouswater
waterstorage.
storage.

One aspect not addressed in recent urban-climate studies is
the evapotranspiration (ET) from cities. In particular, limited
research has focused on the water-storage capacity and
evaporation rates from urban impervious surfaces. Taking
into account the complex urban morphology and limited
observations for latent heat, the determination of accurate
urban impervious water-storage characteristics is a
challenging task.

As
As measurements
measurements for
for latent
latent heat
heat are
are problematic
problematic and
and have
have
contributions
contributions beyond
beyond evaporation
evaporation from
from the
the impervious
impervious soil,
soil, aa
surface-cooling
surface-coolingsensitivity
sensitivitystudy
studyisisapplied
applied(figure
(figurebelow).
below).Hereby,
Hereby,aa
probability
probabilitydensity
densityfunction
functionisisconstructed
constructedto
toobtain
obtainaabest
bestmatch
matchfor
for
the
the impervious
impervious water-storage
water-storage parameters
parameters for
for Toulouse
Toulouse by
by
comparing
comparing model
model results
results and
and observations
observations for
for outgoing
outgoing long-wave
long-wave
radiation.
radiation. An
An-2estimate
estimatefor
forimpervious
imperviouswater-storage
water-storagecapacity
capacity
of
of 1.29
1.29 kg
kg m
m-2 isis found.
found. Because
Because of
of inhomogeneous
inhomogeneous evaporation
evaporation
from
from the
the impervious
impervious soil,
soil, aa maximum
maximum effective
effective evaporative
evaporative surface
surface
fraction
isis only
fraction
only 41%.
41%. Accounting
Accounting for
for these
these impervious
impervious
water-storage
water-storage parameters,
parameters, 15%
15% of
of the
the rain
rain on
on impervious
impervious surfaces
surfaces
isis evaporated
evaporated back
back to
to the
the atmosphere,
atmosphere, and
and occurs
occurs inin large
large peaks
peaks
after
after rainfall.
rainfall. This
This stands
stands inin stark
stark contrast
contrast to
to the
the much
much higher
higher and
and
stagnant
stagnantevapotranspiration
evapotranspirationfrom
fromthe
thenatural
naturalsurroundings.
surroundings.

Methodology
Methodology
In
Inorder
orderto
toaccount
accountfor
forurbanization
urbanizationininnumerical
numericalweather
weatherprediction
predictionand
and
and
and regional
regional climate
climate studies
studies with
with COSMO(-CLM),
COSMO(-CLM), an
an urban
urban
parametrization
parametrization isis introduced
introduced inin its
its surface
surface module
module TERRA-ML.
TERRA-ML. ItIt isis
chosen
chosenfor
foraasimple
simpleand
anddirect
directimplementation
implementationof
ofurban
urbancharacteristics.
characteristics.
AAtile
tileapproach
approachhas
hasbeen
beenimplemented
implementedfor
forwhich
whichsurface
surfacesurface
surfacetypes,
types,
including
including an
an urban
urban fraction,
fraction, can
can coexist
coexist within
within one
one horizontal
horizontal grid-cell.
grid-cell.
Dynamic,
Dynamic,radiative
radiativeand
andthermal
thermalparameters
parametersincluding
includingroughness
roughnesslength,
length,
heat
heat capacity,
capacity, conductivity,
conductivity, albedo
albedo and
and emissivity
emissivity (De
(De Ridder
Ridder et
et al.
al.
2012;
2012;Demuzere
Demuzereet
etal.
al.2008;
2008;Sarkar
Sarkarand
andDe
DeRidder
Ridder2010)
2010)are
areassigned
assigned
to
to the
the urban
urban land-use.
land-use. AA Bluff-rough
Bluff-rough thermal
thermal roughness-length
roughness-length
parametrization
parametrizationfrom
fromKanda
Kandaet
etal.
al.(2007)
(2007)isisadopted.
adopted.New
Newsurface-layer
surface-layer
transfer
transfer coefficients
coefficients (Wouters
(Wouters et
et al.
al. 2012)
2012) have
have been
been implemented
implemented
which
which can
can deal
deal with
with very
very small
small thermal
thermal roughness
roughness lengths
lengths typical
typical for
for
urban
urban surfaces.
surfaces. Anthropogenic
Anthropogenic heat
heat isis adopted
adopted from
from aa high-resolution
high-resolution
dataset/method
dataset/methodfrom
fromFlanner
Flanner(2009)
(2009)and
andcompared
comparedwith
withaalocal
localdataset
dataset
from
from Pigeon
Pigeon et
et al.
al. 2007.
2007. An
An urban
urban geometric
geometric impervious
impervious water-storage
water-storage
(UGIWS)
(UGIWS) was
was implemented
implemented to
to account
account for
for the
the heterogeneous
heterogeneous
evaporation
evaporation from
from urban
urban surfaces.
surfaces. AA 2/3-power
2/3-power dependance
dependance on
on the
the
amount
amount of
of water
water on
on the
the impervious
impervious surface
surface was
was found
found suitable
suitable when
when
assuming
assuming aa distribution
distribution of
of water
water reservoirs
reservoirs that
that decreases
decreases constantly
constantly
with
with depth.
depth. Radiation
Radiation trapping
trapping inside
inside the
the street
street canyon
canyon has
has been
been
investigated.
investigated.

Scores and probability using different impervious water-storage
parameters in terms of long-wave outgoing radiation during rainy
periods

Evaluation of the urban module for Toulouse during rain
events.

Evaluation of the urban module at Basel Sperrstrasse.

Observed and modelled average of the diurnal cycle
for Toulouse for every season

Explanation
Explanationof
offigures
figures
The
Thestars
starsrepresent
representthe
theobservations
observationsLong-wave
Long-waveoutgoing
outgoingradiation,
radiation,
sensible
sensibleheat
heatflux
fluxand
andlatent
latentheat
heatflux
fluxatatToulouse
Toulousecentre.
centre.The
Theblue
blue
line
line(ugiws)
(ugiws)represents
representsthe
thereference
referencesimulation
simulationusing
usingUGIWS
UGIWSand
and
aarooting
rootingdepth
depthfor
forthe
thevegetation
vegetationfraction
fractionofof3.4
3.4metre.
metre. The
Thegreen
green
line
line(pe)
(pe)isisthe
thesimulation
simulationassuming
assumingpotential
potentialevaporation
evaporationfrom
fromthe
the
impervious
impervioussurface.
surface. The
Thered
redline
linedoesn't
doesn'tconsider
considerany
anyevaporation
evaporation
from
from the
the impervious
impervious surface.
surface. The
The light-blue
light-blue line
line (sv)
(sv) isis similar
similar toto
(ugiws),
(ugiws),but
butininwhich
whichone
oneaccounts
accountsfor
forthe
thelw-radiation
lw-radiationtrapping
trappinginin
the
The
gold
line
(kB2)
represents
the
run
with
aa
the street
street canyon.
canyon.
The
gold
line
(kB2)
represents
the
run
with
-1
constant
kB
constant kB-1 equal
equal toto 22 instead
instead ofof applying
applying the
the Brutsaert/Kanda
Brutsaert/Kanda
thermal
thermalroughness
roughnessparametrization.
parametrization.The
Theblack
blackline
line(Pg)
(Pg)uses
usesaalocal
local
inventory
inventory for
for anthropogenic
anthropogenic heat
heat atat Toulouse
Toulouse from
from Pigeon
Pigeon 2007
2007
instead
insteadofofthe
theglobal
globaldatabase
databasefrom
fromFlanner
Flanner2009.
2009.The
The'x'-signes
'x'-signes
represent
representthe
thehourly
hourlyamount
amountofofrain
rainfall
fallininmm.
mm.

Conclusions
Conclusionsand
andoutlook
outlook
The
The urban/rural
urban/rural contrast
contrast inin ET,
ET, together
together with
with
other
other urban
urban surface
surface properties,
properties, suggests
suggests that
that
urban
urban expansion
expansion could
could have
have aa considerable
considerable
impact
impacton
onthe
theenergy
energybalance,
balance,but
butalso
alsoon
onthe
the
water
waterbalance
balanceininthe
thefuture.
future. AAcoupled
coupledversion
version
of
of the
the urban
urban parametrization
parametrization with
with the
the regional
regional
climate
climate model
model COSMO-CLM
COSMO-CLM isis currently
currently used
used
to
to assess
assess the
the change
change inin the
the moisture
moisture and
and
precipitation
precipitation patterns
patterns and
and other
other urban-climate
urban-climate
phenomena
phenomena such
such as
as the
the urban
urban heat
heat island
island for
for
Belgium.
Belgium. The
The benefit
benefit of
of high-resolution
high-resolution
meteorological
meteorological modelling
modelling for
for urban
urban and
and
regional
regionalair
airquality
qualitysimulations
simulationsisisinvestigated.
investigated.
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